HOW TO WHIPSTITCH

The following instructions for the Whipstitch are for use on projects with common beginning and ending points such as billfolds.

The amount of lacing required for the Whipstitch is about 3 to 3-1/2 times the distance to be laced.

Step 1: Begin lacing, starting in between the layers of leather. Leave about 1/2" at the end.

Step 2: Lace through hole as shown. Keep the lace from twisting. Pull the stitch up tight to lock the lace.

Step 3: Push needle through the second hole. Pull stitch up tight. Continue lacing, tightening the lace as you go.

Step 4: Push needle through last hole as shown. Bring it up between the leathers and out between lacing. Carefully cut off the end of lacing.